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Homes First - Key Messages & FAQs 
For over three decades, Homes First has been a leader in breaking the cycle of 
homelessness in Toronto through our “Housing First” approach, which we 
pioneered.  

 Homes First helps provide affordable stable housing and support services in
Toronto for people who are considered the "hardest to house".

 Research has shown that people need a home first before they can begin to
work on other issues.

 The underlying principle of the Housing First methodology is that, with a home in
place, people can build a future.

 Research and experience shows that the Housing First approach improves the
lives of those who are homeless and have a mental health issue. With a home in
place, individuals have a better chance of integrating into society. They are
healthier. They rely less on social and health services, and they have a higher
success rate to stay off the street*.

*Sources:
1. Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH). 2. Mental Health Commission of Canada
(MHCC) Report, “At Home/Chez Soi”,2012. The Government of Canada allocated $110 million
to the MHCC to undertake a research demonstration project on mental health and
homelessness. The result - At Home/Chez Soi - was a four-year project in five cities to provide
practical, meaningful support to Canadians experiencing homelessness and mental health
problems. It demonstrated and evaluated the effectiveness of the "housing first" approach,
where people are provided with a place to live first, and then receive recovery-oriented services
and supports that best meet their individual needs. At Home/Chez Soi showed that the housing
first approach works in Canada. https://www.mentalhealthcommission.ca/English/at-home.

Homes First fulfills a critical need not met by other organizations or agencies, 
using a unique, non-traditional, multi-faceted approach.  We provide safe, stable 
and long-term housing for those hardest to house such as individuals with 
severe mental health and/or substance use issues. 

 Homes First operates 19 properties and growing in Toronto housing more
than 1,000 people in need.

 Several locations operate as temporary shelters while the majority provide long-
term, stable housing for qualifying residents.

4.C.i.
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Homelessness is a complex, urgent and growing issue in Toronto. 

 On any given day over 8,700 people in Toronto have no home.*
 For every 10,000 people in Toronto, 30 are homeless.*
 Many “live rough” in Toronto’s parks, ravines, and alleys or under bridges and

highway overpasses. Those not sleeping outdoors rely on temporary shelters,
emergency services or a friend’s hospitality.

 A person of no fixed address faces major barriers to finding a primary physician,
social support, or keeping in touch with family.

 In 2018, nearly half of Toronto’s homeless population reported being homeless
for over 6 months, which makes them chronically homeless.*

 Solving chronic homelessness can create dramatic improvements for our
community.

 Over half of Toronto’s homeless population live with a mental or physical health
issue.*

 Clients who are housed can become vital, contributing members of the
community, including participating as volunteers or accessing employment.

Source:  
2018 Streets Needs Assessment, City of Toronto. The Street Needs Assessment is a needs 
assessment survey and point-in time count of people experiencing homelessness in Toronto. 
The results provide a snapshot of the scope and profile of the City’s homeless population. 
During the course of the night, a 23 core question survey was completed with more than 
2,000 individuals experiencing homelessness staying in shelters. 

Homes First provides more than shelter – we also provide a wide range of 
supports for residents to reach their full potential, making a significantly 
positive, long-term impact on the lives of our clients and the community at large. 

• A multi-faceted approach is required to solve chronic homelessness. We use an
integrated approach that combines health, housing and social services by
partnering with and drawing on the knowledge and expertise of a wide variety of
community service organizations to best support our residents.

• Housing First makes better use of government and publicly donated funds,
especially for those with high-support needs.

• Compared to Homes First, a jail cell can cost 4 times more, a hospital bed 7
times as much and a long-term stay in a mental health facility 10 times more.
(Source: Globe & Mail 2014, Update stats from York’s Homelessness Hub).
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• Once housing is secured, we also provide a myriad of impactful programs and 
supports to benefit our clients such as food, healthcare support, employment 
and volunteer opportunities, and art therapy programs. 

• Homes First clients receive many supports to help them stay housed and not 
find themselves back on the streets.  

• We advocate for our clients daily, making dozens of referrals and connections to 
community partners on behalf of our residents each week, to provide services 
such as addiction counseling, medical services, volunteer and employment 
opportunities, and access to local library programs.  

Homes First needs your generous donations. Your gifts keep people housed, 
supported and off the streets. 

 Funds raised by Homes First elevate our ability to impact people’s lives. 
 Gifts made to Homes First make program innovation, service expansion, 

partnership development, and sustainable supports possible that save lives, 
restore dignity, and revive potential. 

 In addition to monetary donations, our residents benefit from donations of 
clothing, personal hygiene products, and a wide variety of household items. 

 Gifts from donors enrich a wide range of programs and services, from food and 
mental health support, to arts programs, and emergency interventions. 

 Contact us to donate at www.homesfirst.on.ca, or call 416-214-1870.   
*Note: Use “Homes First” for majority of media interviews, rather that referring to the 
“Society” and the “Foundation” as this can confuse our message - it is not necessary to 
provide this amount of detail regarding internal structure unless the interview 
specifically delves into this. 

FAQs 

Q:  Is Homes First affiliated with any similar organizations elsewhere in Canada 
or the United States?  Is it run by the City of Toronto? 

A: No. Homes First is an independent Canadian charity and not formally part of any 
other organization or government agency.  We are part of a network of agencies 
and services including municipal government and health care agencies working 
closely together to share insight and expertise on the most effective means of 
providing a multi-faceted approach to end chronic homelessness. 

Q: How will my donation make a difference? 

 Your gifts keep people housed and off the streets. 
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 Funds raised by Homes First support our work to amplify our impact on 
people’s lives. 

 Gifts made to Homes First make possible program innovation, service 
expansion, partnership development, and sustainable supports that save 
people’s lives, restore dignity, and revive potential. 

 Gifts from donors enrich a wide range of services for Homes First residents, 
from food and mental health support, to arts programs and emergency 
interventions. 

Q:  How does Homes First deal with residents’ mental health support, opioid 
use, and similar issues? 

 All staff and volunteers are trained to work with individuals with severe mental 
health, addiction and life skills issues. We have several community mental 
health partnerships such as CAMH (Centre for Addiction and Mental Health) 
and teams that deliver mental/physical health supports into residents’ homes. 

 We are inclusive and provide services to the hardest to house because we 
believe and have seen that even individuals that have the most complex issues 
can stay housed if given the right support.  

 These services are provided by highly-trained professionals who regularly 
attended and update their training. 

Q:  How does Homes First define success? 

 Success for Homes First residents is highly individualized, but is always 
characterized first by stability, and then by progress, however incremental. 

 The basic threshold of success is that, with our support, a person who was 
chronically homeless is able to maintain housing over time. That is our core 
mission, and our track record is strong.  We focus on people with the fewest 
housing options and who have the highest degree of vulnerability - those whom 
the City and social service agencies consider ‘hardest to house’. 

 On any given night, we serve more than 1,000 individuals providing housing 
as well as individualized support services.  The variety of housing options and 
support level services in our portfolio allow us to move individuals directly from 
our shelters into the appropriate housing setting. 

 Homes First has been an award winning organization for over three decades. 
Our first housing project, Shuter Street, won the Ontario Award for Outstanding 
Model Project during the International Year of Shelter for the Homeless (1987). 
We have maintained a leadership role in the sector ever since, mostly recently 
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winning the Ontario Non-Profit Housing Association’s Award for Excellence in 
2017.  

Q:  Where did the ‘Housing First’ methodology and Homes First originate? 

 In the early 1980s, several individuals who worked for housing agencies across 
the city of Toronto were at a social gathering lamenting the difficulty in finding 
housing for their clients who had issues such as addictions or undiagnosed 
mental health, when one of them said “couldn’t we just get our clients homes 
first?” 

 The group coalesced, a non-profit was formed, and the rest is history. 
 Over time and across Canada, much has been learned about the ‘housing first’ 

principle and methodology that forms the foundation of the Homes First 
mandate. We are recognized as a long-term leader in best-practice service to 
people who are homeless and considered the "hardest to house". 

Q: Who does Homes First serve? 

A: Our focus is on adults who have complex needs such as mental health and 
substance use issues, and are therefore widely considered the hardest to house. Many 
are single, although we do serve some families with children. Due to an aging 
demographic we are also increasingly experiencing the need to serve older adults 
which includes residents with special needs such as complex mental, physical, and/or 
cognitive needs. We focus on people who have been living rough for a very long-time, 
many of whom have lost touch with their family and friends. 

Due to an influx of refugees to our country, the City of Toronto has approached us to 
provide services to refugees that are presenting with issues such as mental health or 
substance use that makes them the hardest to house. We will be working closely with 
the City to support these individuals. 

Q: What is “Come Home for Dinner”? 

A: After 7 years of Homes For Dinner, we would like to invite you to be part of a new 
and exciting concept being introduced for 2019. One party, one room. On November 
16th join us and be treated to an intimate dinner party with entertainment and 
education, featuring a menu designed by Chef Cory Vitiello at the community-based 
Wychwood Barns. Come Home For Dinner and let us host you! 
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Q: How can people get involved? 

A: There are multiple ways you can get involved with Homes First. Whether it’s by 
donating to programs, dropping off needed items at a shelter or helping us serve a 
meal, every action goes a long way in helping us support our residents. For more about 
getting involved, check our website www.homesfirst.on.ca or call at 416-214-1870. 
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